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, RELAXATION OF MOMENTUM AND ENERGY OF AN ELECTRON IN A CRYSTAL

I

P.A. Kazlauskas, I.B. Levinson

(Submitted 16 March 1966)

Computed are the lifetimes, times of the relaxation

and fluctuation of the momentum and velocity, and charac-

teristics of the relaxation and fluctuation of the energy

with defonmation and polarization scattering on optical

phonons without dispersion and an arbitrary isotropic

zonal structure.

Introduction

The inelastic scattering on optical phonons of electrons with

an energy of c-h is a very common scattering mechanism. It

is known that in this case it is impossible to reduce the term
from the collision in the kinetic equation to a differential form,

and it is also impossible to introduce the relaxation time into

the kinetic equation. However, we can determine the times of re-

laxation (and fluctuation) for a test electron, which are com-

puted in this work. These times give a representation about the

rate of relaxation of the energy and momentum; furthermore, they
enter into the balance equation, from which the electron tempera- I

ture and drift momentum of the shifted Maxwellian distribution are

defined.
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All the designations and concepts unspecified in tile work

follow the wcrks [1], [2] and [3], which are cited as I, II and

1. Formulae for the characteristic times of the test electron

In addition to the times of relaxation and fluctuation of
momentum examined in § 3 [i], let us introduce similar times for

the velocity:

time of .-elaxation of velocity

) f (d') W(p. ,.

time of devlation of velocity

-(41 W(P, P~f,)1VP-V)r±. (1.2)

time of longitud4,nal fluctuation of velocity

tif() f (dp)1 (, p)[v(p)-t(p)1, (1.3)

If by analogy with (3.5) of I, we introuuce the times TL
- accordirg to

c' cu) W,(a, a) uqt). (14)

the times (1.1)-(1.3) are expressed by ra according to the
same precise formulae as (3.7)-(3.9) of I.

The times of the relaxation and fluctuation of the momentum
and velocity coincide in two cases: for the parabolic band with
an arbitrary nature of scattering and for an almost elastic scat-
tering with an arbitrary zonal structure. In the first case,
the conincidence is connected with the "uniformity" of the para-
bolic band and, in the second case, with the fact that with an
almost elastic scattering, a small part of the band, which can
always be considered "uniform," is important. Understood by
uniformity here is the independence of quantity P(sv(c) of C.

The times of relaxation and fluctuation of the momentum and .

velocity onl optical phonons are easily calculated if we disregard
the dispersion of the latter. The results are given in Table (1.1)

where denoted is

I i - I- - X -j.. ...- )

7-2
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Under the assumption made, the electron is replaced or loses Its

energy by constant portions R in view of which

Q* 1) Ag(k -, (- .11.71

D. (hu'o(1.7)

Results for the parabolic band are listed in Table 1.2,

where (1.5) takes the form

A (4) - 2 Arch ".(1.8)

A (g)- 2 Arsh(

Some of the results for the parabolic band, sometimes in a dif-

ferent form, were obtained earlier by different authors: T and Q

for PO in [6] and for DO in [7].

Let us note that for electrons with an energy somewhat great-

er than the energy of the optical phonon, I.e., z-hh. the

dependence of the emission times on c is identical for the PO and

DO mechanisms. The fact is that with the emission of the phonon,

such an electron is almost stopped, and therefore all the phonons

being emitted have an identical momentum qtp(o. and the depend-

ence of B(q) on q does not appear.

Let us compare the characteristic quantities given in Table

1.1 and Table 1.2 and also in (1.6) and (1.7) with results of cal-

culations by other methods. For the elastic scattering, when

• 4 , they, obviously, are converted into quantities which enter

into the kinetic equation and given in tables 3.2 II and 3 4 II,

respectively. For electrons with t<htj,. when only absorption at

low temperatures AT<.. is possible, it makes sense to compare

the lifetimes and times of relaxation of the momentum with re-

sults of the calculation according to the composite scattering

conducted in III, when it is considered that the instantaneous

remission follows behind the absorption. As follows from the gen-
eral theory, the llf imes T0 coincide; however, the times of

relaxation of the momentum T are different, although coinciding

in order of magnitude. This difference is associated wtih the



fact that the instantaneous remission changes the direction of the

finite momentum, thereby changing the increment of' tle momentum

in the act of the composite scattering in comparison with the

simple absorption. For the mechanism DO, where the scattering is

symmetric, this difference disappears.

It makes no sense to compare Q and D with the corresponding

quantities for the composite scattering, since in the latter case

the dispersion of the optical phonons is important.

Certain "relaxation times" for the inelastic PO scattering

were calculated by means of the Kubo method in [4] for the para-

bolic band and in [I] for the keynov band; here the virtual trans-

fers were disregarded. Result [14] coincides with the time T from

Table 1.2. Thus the calculation according to the Kubo method has

a simple physical meaning - this is simply the time of the relaxa-

tion of the test particle. However, it is interesting to note

that the result [5] for the nonparabolic zone coincides with the

relaxition time of the velocitv T' from Table 1.1 and not with

the relaxation time of the momentum T.

2. Relaxations of momentum and energy as a function of the energy

of the test electron

The general character of the dependence on f of the :iost

important quantities l/T(C) and Q(e) for the paraboloic band is

shown on Figure 2.1 (high temperatures UT;-&%) and on Fig. 2.2

(low temperatures kTr4h,

All the curves are characterized by an increase when c-

for DO and a decrease when C" for PO. This Is obviously con-

nected with the short-acting nature of DO of the mechanism and

long-range interacting nature of P0 of the mechanism. When

all the curves have a sharp bend connected with the in-

clusion of emission scattering. At low temperatures this bend

j is accompanied by a sharp increase in exp{At,kT) times, owing
to the effective soontaneous emission.

Let us examine first the detailed dependence l/T(C). For DO

it is monotonic, and for PO it has a maximum in the region of

Ae both for the high and for the low temperatures. For the



high temperatures, with the transfer from region g.4% to

region c-kT the quantity II'r(s in order increases (fir DO) o r
decreases (for P0) ~hjT 1 times.

fib

Fig. 2.1. Dependence Of l/-r(c) and QWe on c at high

-= - temperatures.

Aw.W

F-Ig. 2.2. Dependence of l/T(c) and Q(c) on c at low

M-temperatures.5
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The dependence Q(e' is ,-ore -complex. This quantt c:an::

s iLgn and, fkurthernore, has a max-Innm foi- PO.

an emission component Q1(s)>O. and at low temperatures Q_ con-

tains in zl'mparison with Q +a small factor txpf -jk) and,
theefre the aippear~ance of the large component. las o

rapId change in the sign of Q. i *4e., .- Actually, Q~tg)

when £-r~ is small as (a-&Qy. and, the-efore, c* pro -_ves to

be somewhat larger than A*.; their difference is o-f the o rd er o f

6% exp ( -A,%I k 7". At high temperatures Q zand Q are Of th1,e *am e

order; therefore, the aPpearance of the enssion does not lead to

a rapid chaange in the sign of Q, and it Is found that 03. k,.

SplealKing differently, a change in the sign of Q occurs in the

region of the elastic _-cattering, and it is more C on ve. e:1t tocz

examine i.t as a result of the comnttlno the spontaneolus and

induced losses in Q' and~ Q iil of' TT. For mechanisms of
scattering without 1distinCtive featlures this gives cs.kT. wh1zh,

in particular, for DO is t*-AT For the long-range interas-c:-ng

mechanism of PO, we get c1-ATA,(kT. where 4%At.I Is the vn!"'e ofl

A (c) when a-k&r The reason for this Can be e xpLla ine0 hn 'e

following way. The em'ission and absorption of1 the '~~swith

small q does not contribute to0 Q, s *Ince these vrocesses are

compensated ksee Fig. 3, l; meanwh01-le, In %- he emissIon %'f the

ihoons wihsmall q gives a contri on. efoe Q ,
Tn o

Q , prove- t be abnrmally large, and Q I Co-n-ed wl-h Q, a

a value -of c Less than, kT.-
The maxImum of Q(C f or PO ktkes vrlaoes inl the Same re-ion f:

energies as does the Change In the sign, I.e., when c-AC4 for

lo ti~ertres and e-k77A for high temperatures. For high
-y-

temueratures -vrth the'transfer from c-a to t-kT the qatt

Q(c* is decreased In order by (A. 4 jkT)' tim:es for DO and by

(A*1 l) A times for PO. The height of the maximanm for the PO

is As- lar;,-,or than the value whlen c-k?'.

3.Efficiency of the relaxation and fluctuation of momentuml

j velocity and energy



The efficiency of the relaxation and fluctuation of momentum,

is described by the quantities

portio ~ or(3.1)

which show what portion of the momentum relaxes or fluctuated with

one event of scattering. Similar quantities can be intrcduced

Falso rfor the velocity

asFrom Table . and Table 1.2 it is seen that in the region of

the elastic scattering, when 0A4.. we have for the PO-mechanism

(r1 I) sq. (a) _.z71 (a) *.I (el " c) - ()<I (3.31)

This is connected with the long-range interacting nature of the

PO-mechanism and indicates that with elastic scattering it dom-
nates the interaction with the long-wave phonorns; the latter leads

to the inefficiency of the relaxation and fluctuation of the momen-

turn and velocity. For the short-range interacting DO mechanism,

where the interaction with the long-wave phonons is weak, this

effect is absent, and all a in (3.3) is of the order of unity.

in the region of the inelastic scattering, when z -fe, both

.for the PO and for the DO mechanism

(3-4)

since with such energy the laws of the conservation of momentum

and energy forbid the emission and absorption of the phonons with I
small q (Fig. 3, I).

in the region of highly inelastic scattering, when £1%. A

both for the PO a.-d for the DO mechanism

? -- -X (t (, ,- a () ~ 1.
--- C< ) ~ 4, (C) ~- a. (C) ~ 21 (C) ~ (3.5) 1 1

£ -Z-

This can be explained in the following way. In absorbing the

phonon, the electron increases its energy up to Asi. as a result

Sof which the absolute magnitude of its finite momentum proves to

be much more than the -initial momentum. It is precisely,

8CAI
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A.XD-_R I _Z.

therefore, that the fluctuation of the momentum is abnormally

great. This has no effect on the relaxation, since the great de-

viations in reverse are compensated by the great deviations for-

ward. T..is compensation is precise, since when E+0 the momentum

q, as is seen from (2.5) I, stops being dependent upon the angle

of scatteting X, and the scattering is made symmetric at any

dependence of B(q) on q.
The situation connected with the long-range interacting

nature of PO scattering in the region of energy i;hw0, is similar

to the situation with scattering on Coulomb centers; however,

there is a significant difference. With Coulomb scattering, by

introducing the small parameter of cutoff -O (for example, due

to the Debye shielding), we have that T is of the order of

4. T"ritcT± is of one order of It-tI-1, and the times of the

higher order (connected with a change in the momentum Ip-

P'I'. IP-p'...) are finite. With PO scattering only T0 of the order

of A- proves to be small, and r, r, and r.L have the same order

as the times of higher orders. The reason for this is the more

rapid decrease in the dipole field of PO scattering in comparison

with the Coulomb field. For this reason, the collision term of

the kinetic equation for the PO scattering can not be reduced to

the Fokker-Planck form in all three components of the momentum.

Efficiencies of the relaxation and fluctuation of energy are

determined by the relations
A " ' (3.6).

Usi.:,, (1.7), it is possible to show that

(3.7)

Obviously, this is simply a square of the relative change in en-

ergy in any event of scattering, irrespective of whether it is

Pmission or absorption. For the efficiency of the relaxation of

energy in the region of elastic scattering, where s=Aia, we get

ei (3.8)2N,+ I ,

The second factor is the relative change in energy in the event

9
,~~ ' :. -.:
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scattering; the first factor is connected with the fact that

freom 2No+l 0 events of scattering, N0 absorption and N0 +1 emission,

on the average only one excessive event of emission leads to tile
energy relaxation. In the region of the highly inelastic scatter-

ing 4At4 .,e get

#(a)~.. DO, Po, low temperatures;

A, PO high temperatures.

The meaning of these results can be understood if we keep in mind

that h(a) determines the efficiency of the relaxation of energy

E to energy *. At low temperatures , ,. , and the 'ectron

with c0%A reaches as-i with one event of absorption. At high

teitperatures the number of events necessary for this is of ,e

order of c'!t which concurs with (3.9).

Institute of Physics and Mathematics of the Academy of Sciences
i of the Lithuanian SSR
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